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Abstract— The importance of embedded applications on 

image and video process, communication and cryptography 

domain has been taking a bigger area in current analysis era. 

Improvement of pictorial info for betterment of human 

perception like deblurring, de-noising in many fields like 

satellite imaging, medical imaging etc square measure 

revived analysis thrust. Specifically we'd wish to elaborate 

our expertise on the importance of pc vision jointly of the 

domains wherever hardware enforced algorithms perform 

much better than those enforced through package. thus far 

embedded style engineers have with success enforced their 

styles by suggests that of Application Specific Integrated 

Circuits (ASICs) and/or Digital Signal Processors (DSP), 

but with the advancement of VLSI technology a awfully 

powerful hardware device particularly the sector 

Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) combining the key 

blessings of ASICs and DSPs was developed that have the 

chance of reprogramming creating them a awfully enticing 

device for speedy prototyping. Communication of image 

and video knowledge in multiple FPGA is not any longer 

far-off from the thrust of secured transmission among them, 

and so the relevancy of cryptography is so inevitable. This 

paper shows however the Xilinx hardware development 

platform yet Mathwork‟s Matlab may be wont to develop 

hardware based mostly pc vision algorithms and its 

corresponding crypto transmission between multiple FPGA 

platform from a system level approach, creating it 

favourable for developing a hardware-software co-design 

atmosphere. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Vision processing incorporates human perception and 

intelligence which makes the field most interesting to the 

research community as it can mimic human behaviour in the 

computer system by means of video surveillance system, 

integrating more intelligence to machines such as robots, as 

well as in ecology, biometrics and medical applications. 

Interestingly, recent NASA‟s mission “Curiosity” on Mars, 

sending valuable images and information of Mars 

environment in a secure communication channel, 

transmitted images also need to processed exhaustively to 

find out any vital information about Mars. 

Hardware designs for image and video processing 

is used for faster performance rather than software, to meet 

the requirements of the end users, keeping its market 

relevancy and at the same time security is another concern, 

so the necessity to communicate these media data securely 

among multiple platforms after processing to enhance 

human perception and satisfaction in which our focus lies. 

The basic 4 steps in image processing domain are pre-

processing, segmentation, feature extraction and recognition  

and those has been keeping their strong importance in 

research mostly in the case of software implementation and 

very few implemented on hardware. 

Initial pre-processing step is carried out to enhance 

the quality of the original image by removing noise, 

unbalanced brightness etc as common interfering elements 

followed by segmentation where images are separated from 

the background into various elements with properties. Next 

in the feature extraction stage, extraction is performed on 

every detected object to reduce its information to a list of 

parameters storing in memory. Finally in the recognition 

stage a set of signals are generated using this list which 

constitute the upper level of processing assigning a specific 

meaning to every detected object. In this paper we focused 

on image thresholding which is mainly used in the pre-

processing and segmentation stages respectively, where our 

implementation is performing well enough in comparison to 

existing work (compared below), followed by secured 

transmission of the image data between multiple FPGA 

platforms and to the best of our knowledge this design 

belongs to a class of advanced implementation. Rest of the 

paper consists of three sections i.e. Hardware architecture 

and implementation design,results and observation followed 

by conclusion. 

II. A BRIEF THEORY AND FORMER WORK 

A. Case 1: Image thresholding as a segmentation step: 

The first stage that we will think about all told 

stage of image process and analysis is image binarization 

(i.e. to create binary image, the image ought to contain any 2 

element values either zero or one in distinction with grey 

pictures which may contains 255 element values for eight bit 

image) that poses united of the serious problem in 

applications like machine vision, pattern recognition, target 

trailing and image segmentation wherever the grey level 

data is needed to cut back to bi-level data. In order to extract 

the helpful data from a picture it has to be divided into 

distinct components like foreground (where element price is 

„1‟) and background (where element price is „0‟) objects for 

more analysis wherever most frequently the grey level 

pixels of foreground parts square measure quite different 

from that of background and during this context a awfully 

crucial and important technique accessible in literature 

called thresholding is applied that is that the method of 

partitioning pixels within the pictures into object and 

background categories based mostly upon the link between 

the grey level price of a element and the important 

parameter threshold to separate the item from the 

background, finding the right value of that to separate a 

picture into fascinating foreground and background remains 

a awfully crucial step in image process domain. attributable 
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to its economical performance and ease in theory, 

thresholding techniques are studied extensively and an 

outsized range of thresholding strategies have been revealed 

to date . 

A dedicated custom hardware on FPGA will 

method image in real time with fairly lower process cost and 

power compare to code. Field Programmable Gate Arrays 

(FPGAs), is wont to speed up image process applications. 

associate application enforced on associate FPGA is one to 2 

orders of magnitude quicker than identical application 

enforced in code wherever parallel computation of hardware 

ought to be one in all the vital benefit of hardware platform. 

In this paper we've designed associated enforced an 

reconciling thresholding as a perform of the image pixel 

intensities. Finding associate best threshold price resulting 

in a good binarized image needs skill because the selection 

of the strategy should be done judiciously. once associate 

initial pre-processing of the image the brinking has been 

applied wherever the threshold price depends on the 

character of the image that becomes a awfully dominant 

issue at the tip. The thresholding procedure is 

straightforward once finding its optimum price generally 

given by 

 Let a € Rn be the supply image and [h, k] be a 

given threshold vary. The thresholded image b X is given by 

b(x) = one if h ≤ a(x) ≤ k 

0 otherwise 

Where x is of kind x = (x1, x2, &amp;, xn), 

wherever for every i = one, 2, &amp; , n, xi denotes a true 

range known as the ith coordinate of x. the foremost 

common purpose sets occurring in image process square 

measure distinct subsets of n-dimensional Euclidean space 

Rn with n = one, 2, or three beside the distinct topology. 

However, other topologies like the mathematician topology 

and therefore the product topology are ordinarily used 

topologies in laptop vision Otsu\'s thresholding computation 

involves several repetitive complicated arithmetic operations 

like multiplications and divisions, that doesn't lend well to a 

high-speed and low value implementation.that is wherever 

our style is extremely easy with reference to each the 

aspects. additionally in line with official no Otsu\'s 

technique is just used for gray-scale image segmentation, so 

the RGB information has got to be sent into RGB2YCbCr 

module so as to induce the image intensity information as 

luma component before it's sent to the most process module 

whereas our model treats every individual colour channels 

i.e R G B as their greyscale equivalences while not changing 

into RGB2YCbCr, in other words to its luma element Y, 

saving plenty of your time AND gate process quality and 

loss of data as Y is that the additive element of half-hour of 

the red price, fifty nine of the inexperienced price, and 11% 

of  the blue price. 

               In paper a clustering-based technique, namely, 

weighted artificial neural network is planned to calculate the 

brink but this approach is applicable to a particular domain 

and proposing a general neural network to resolve all quite 

issues looks to be problematic whereas our approach shows 

sensible results for various kinds of image like aerial, 

degraded documents, texture, normal colour pictures etc and 

therefore the main disadvantage of the cluster approach is 

that associate inappropriate selection of the number of 

clusters might yield poor result because the quality of the 

ultimate answer depends mostly on the initial set of clusters, 

and may, in apply, be a lot of poorer than the worldwide 

optimum. in line with paper optical flow computation the 

distinction between 2 consecutive grey level averages (of 

two consecutive images), indicates the acceptable threshold. 

B. Case 2: Secured transmission of the image information 

between multiple FPGA platforms 

Image applications square measure employed in 

web, transmission systems, medical, and telemedicine, 

military for the purpose of communication whereas this 

communication isn't secured in any respect and will fall 

within the prey of any aggressor WHO may attack on the 

transmitted pictures therefore secretes and sensitiveness of 

the images will be disclosed to the unauthorized person. 

Thus during this paper we tend to delineate a model of 

Hardware design that would be the backbone of the main 

hardware model of secured image transmission. The model 

contains 2 FPGA platforms particularly the Xilinx Spartan 

3E and Virtex five resulting in a heterogeneous 

communication between them, and RS-232 cable for the 

medium of transmission. As a first step, from the host laptop 

a constituent price of the digital image is browse and it's 

being sent to the serial port of the laptop within the 

Mathworks Matlab package platform. Next type the 

interface of laptop the image data is transmitted to the DCE 

port of 1st FPGA board that really playing as Associate in 

Nursing secret writing engine by execution stream cipher 

encrypting algorithmic rule named RC4 [9] .The encypted 

image information is then sent to the second FPGA platform 

that really acts because the decoding engine by the means 

that of execution of decoding a part of RC4. The decrypted 

image information and therefore the original image is 

viewed on a TFT monitor acting as a show unit. To 

accomplish this purpose we tend to had to customise a TFT 

interface controller from the board to the show unit that is 

another advantage of our paper. 

Here lies the define of the experiment being distributed. 

 
Fig. 1: Secured image transmission on multiple FPGA 

platform 

III. HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION 

DEISGN 

Fig. 1 shows the structure of multiple FPGA platform 

communication of encrypted image data. 

            Fig. 2 and fig 3 shows the detailed hardware 

architectures of the image filtering(in two units, 1 and 2) and 

thresholding units respectively. 
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Fig. 2: Filtering hardware architecture 

 
Fig. 3: hardware architecture for image thresholding 

IV. RESULTS AND OBSERVATION 

 
Fig 4: ISIM viewer 

 
Fig. 5 : Image binarisation technique 

 
Fig 6: Showing improvement in the degraded documents 

V. CONCLUSION 

Here throughout this paper we have a tendency to concisely 

mentioned the work that has been applied on image 

processing domain significantly by action its 

implementation on hardware device and additionally 

transmission of image information through a secured 

method. This paper can encourage the any initiatives to be 

taken for implementation of labor in such domain. within 

the paper the time quality of the full thresholding technique 

and limitation of image information to be hold on within the 

FPGA board area unit few limitation that has got to be taken 

care, we have a tendency to stared engaged on basic filtering 

mechanism, digital image water marking and a few different 

problems associated with image security and in close to 

future we have a tendency to might propose some innovative 

plan associated with this. 
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